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DVD MESSAGES
 The DVD program has been such a huge blessing and benefit 

to so many, including ourselves that we thought you might be 
interested to know what is coming up in the near future.
 Huge numbers of people are using these DVDs for witnessing, for 
evangelism, to answer questions friends have, for shut-ins, for those 
who live too far from a church, for those who cannot go to their 
local church for whatever reason, for those who cannot afford the 
gas to drive to church, and for many other reasons. 
 So, for those who would like to know what is on the horizon, here  
is the list for the next several months of what is in store. Please keep  
in mind that the list is subject to change, depending upon circum-
stances and breaking news, but this is what we have planned thus far:

Date Sermon Health Message 
October ‘08 The Work of Saving Ourselves MSM and You
November ‘08 How the Devil Beats Us Liver Problems
December ‘08 All Who Live Godly Prostate Issues
January ‘09 New Orleans – God’s Wrath? Immune Boosters
February ‘09 Things That Are Holy Diabetes
March ‘09 The Ananias & Sapphira Virus Depression
June ‘09 New Earth to Earth Made New Arthritis

To receive these free messages, please email us at 
feedback@hopeint.org or send us a note in the mail, or call 309-343-1844. 

Heather Olson
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God’s Accuracy & Wisdom
 God’s accuracy may be observed 
in the hatching of eggs. For example, 
the eggs of the potato bug hatch 
in 7 days; those of the canary in 14 
days; those of the barnyard hen in 21 
days. The eggs of ducks and geese 
hatch in 28 days; those of the mallard 
in 35 days. The eggs of the parrot and 
the ostrich hatch in 42 days. (Notice, 
they are all divisible by seven!)
 The lives of each of you may be 
ordered by the Lord in a beautiful way 
for His glory, if you will only entrust Him 
with your life. If you try to regulate your 
own life, it will only be a mess and a 
failure. Only the One who made the 
brain and the heart can successfully 
guide them to a profitable end.

 God’s wisdom is seen in the making 
of an elephant. The four legs of this 
great beast all bend forward in the 
same direction. No other quadruped 
is so made. God planned that this 
animal would have a huge body, too 
large to live on two legs. For this reason 
He gave it four fulcrums so that it can 
rise from the ground easily.  The horse 
rises from the ground on its two front 
legs first. A cow rises from the ground 

with its two hind legs first. How wise the 

Lord is in all His works of creation!
 God’s wisdom is revealed in 
His arrangement of sections and 
segments, as well as in the number 
of grains. Each watermelon has an 

even number of stripes on the rind.  
Each orange has an even number 
of segments. Each ear of corn has 
an even number of rows. Each stalk 
of wheat has an even number of 
grains. Every bunch of bananas has 
on its lowest row an even number of 
bananas, and each row decreases 
by one, so that one row has an even 
number and the next row an odd 
number. The waves of the sea roll in on 
shore twenty-six to the minute… in all 
kinds of weather. All grains are found 
in even numbers on the stalks, and the 
Lord specified thirtyfold, sixtyfold, and 

a hundredfold - all even numbers.
 God has caused the flowers to 

blossom at certain specified times 

during the day, so that Linnaeus, 
the great botanist, once said that if 
he had a conservatory containing 
the right kind of soil, moisture and 
temperature, he could tell the time of 
day or night by the flowers that were 

open and those that were closed!
 Thus the Lord in His wonderful grace 
can arrange the life that is entrusted to 
His care in such a way that it will carry 
out His purposes and plans, and will be 
fragrant with His presence. 
Only the God-planned life is successful.  

Only the life given over to the  
care of the Lord is safe.

Submitted by Ron and Julia Hornback

Hope International ■ www.hopeforhealthusa.com
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 I don’t think our kids know what 
an apron is. The principal use of 
Grandma’s apron was to protect 
the dress underneath, because 
she only had a few. It was easier 
to wash aprons than dresses and 
they used less material, but along 
with that, it served as a potholder 
for removing hot pans from the 
oven. It was wonderful for drying 
children’s tears, and on occasion 
was even used for cleaning out 
dirty ears.  
 From the chicken coop, the 
apron was used for carrying eggs, 
fussy chicks, and sometimes, half-
hatched eggs to be finished in the 

warming oven. When company 
came, those aprons were ideal 
hiding places for shy kids. And when 
the weather was cold, grandma 
wrapped it around her arms.
 Those big old aprons wiped 
many a perspiring brow from 
being bent over the hot wood 
stove. Chips and kindling wood 
were brought into the kitchen in 
that apron.   From the garden, it 

Around the corner, I have a friend,
In this great city, that has no end.

Yet the days go by, and the weeks rush in,
And before you know it, a year is gone.

And I never see my old friend’s face,
For life is a swift and terrible race.

He knows I like him just as well,
As in the days when I rang his bell.

And he rang mine,  
but we were younger then,

And now we are busy, tired men.
Tired of playing a foolish game,
Tired of trying to make a name.

“Tomorrow,” I say, “I will call on Jim,”
Just to show I am thinking of him.

But tomorrow comes and tomorrow goes,
And the distance between us  

grows and grows.

Around the corner, yet miles away,
“Here’s a telegram sir, Jim died today.”

And that’s what we get,  
and deserve in the end,

Around the corner, a vanished friend.

                          Submitted by Joyce Rogers

THE HISTORY OF 

carried all sorts of vegetables. After the peas 
had been shelled, it carried out the hulls. In 
the fall, the apron was used to bring in 
apples that had fallen from the trees. 
When unexpected company drove up the 
road, it was surprising how much furniture 
that old apron could dust in a matter of 
seconds. When dinner was ready, Grandma 
walked out onto the porch, waved her 
apron, and the men knew it was time to 
come in from the fields to dinner.  

 It will be a long time before someone
invents something that will replace that ‘old-
time apron’ that served so many purposes.

Submitted by Ron and Julia Hornback

Aprons



Reduce pain! 
Decrease swelling 
and inflammation! 
Heal dry skin, acne 
and other irritating 

skin conditions. 
Be comfortable 

in your skin!

Hope for Health’s 
Comfort Cream 

is a blend of 
comfrey root, olive oil, 

and beeswax.

Hope for Health FEATURE PRODUCT

COMFORT CREAM
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Discover Some Amazing Facts About 
Hope For Health’s Comfort Cream:

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to prevent, diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

4 oz. Jar ..............$11.99 HXSB-COCR

100%

Vegetarian 

To Order Call Today:  
1-800-468-7884

or Visit us on the web at: 
www.hopeforhealthusa.com

*Prices listed above do not include shipping 
and handling or sales tax

Comfort Cream 

Comfort Cream

Fact:

Amazing Fact:

Studies have shown that comfrey can stimulate
 tissue repair. This has proven beneficial for improving 

skin conditions such as psoriasis and eczema.
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 Mildred, the church gossip, and self-appointed 
monitor of the church’s morals, kept sticking 
her nose in other people’s business.
 Several members did not approve of her 
extra curricular activities, but feared her 
enough to maintain their silence. She made a 
mistake however, when she accused George, 
a new member, of being an alcoholic after she 
saw his old pickup parked in front of the towns 
only bar one afternoon.
 She emphatically told George and several 
others that everyone seeing it there would 
know what he was doing. George, a man of 
few words, stared at her for a moment and 
then just turned and walked away. He didn’t 
explain, defend or deny. He said nothing.
 Later that evening, George quietly parked 
his old pickup in front of Mildred’s house… 
walked home… and left it there all night.
 You gotta love George.

Submitted by Janice Sinclair

Quote
“A person will sometimes 
devote all of his life to 
the development of one 
part of his 
body – the 
wishbone.”

Robert Frost

In Memoriam
$30.00 - Africa Work – In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Carver Courtesy Fund – Tulsa Public Schools

$50.00 - Africa Work - In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Rick & Kathy Davis

$50.00 - Africa Work - In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Wade & Gayla Garren

$20.00 - Africa Work – In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Lavaughn Grow

$25.00 - Africa Work - In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Charles P. Atwood

$25.00 - Africa Work - In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Charles & Linda Gilliam

$20.00 - Africa Work - In memory of Archie Sumpter
From: Kay Shaw

G O S S I P
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Time for Thanksgiving
Time to focus on what is good,

Appreciate God’s blessings as we should.

Time to be thankful for friends who care,
Who love us enough our sorrows to share.

Time to be thankful for sunshine and rain,
Both are needed to ripen the grain.

Time to thank God for salvation so free,
A place in heaven for you, for me.

Thankful for smiles that dry our tears,
Courage to squelch all of our fears.

Freedom to roam, no need for fences,
The blessings we have with our five senses.

If we can’t be happy unless we are wealthy,
We are rich indeed if we still are healthy.

So, Happy Thanksgiving Now and Always!

Katherine Hansen
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 One day I hopped in a taxi and we took off for the airport. We 
were driving in the right lane when suddenly a black car jumped 
out of a parking space right in front of us. My taxi driver slammed 
on his breaks, skidded, and missed the other car by just inches! 
 The driver of the other car whipped his head around and started 
yelling at us. My taxi driver just smiled and waved at the guy. I 
mean, he was really friendly. So I asked, ‘Why did you just do that? 
This guy almost ruined your car and sent us to the hospital!’ This is 
when my taxi driver taught me what I now call, ‘The Law of the 
Garbage Truck.’
 He explained that many people are like garbage trucks. They 
run around full of garbage, full of frustration, full of anger, and full 
of disappointment. As their garbage piles up, they need a place 
to dump it and sometimes they’ll dump it on you. Don’t take it 
personally. Just smile, wave, wish them well, and move on. Don’t 
take their garbage and spread it to other people at work, at home, 
or on the streets.
 The bottom line is that successful people do not let garbage 
trucks take over their day. Life’s too short to wake up in the morning 
with regrets, so... ‘Love the people who treat you right. Pray for the 
ones who don’t.’

Life is ten percent what you make it, 
and ninety percent how you take it!

Submitted by Diana Olson

LAW OF THE 
Garbage Truck



Acerola Chews
Finally! A delicious chewable form of 

vitamin C that your kids will love! 
This chewable vitamin C is so tasty; 

your kids won’t know it’s so good for them! 
And for you adults who want a taste – don’t worry; 

it’s good for you too!! 

Price:
90 Wafers ......$7.99 HXHH-ACHE
Suggested Adult Dosage: 

Suggested Child Dosage: 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. 
This product is not intended to prevent, diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

Amazing Acerola Facts:

  

  

100%Vegetarian 

Why We Need To Supplement with Vitamin C

Acerola Chews
 It also directly helps to build collagen cells. 

Why is Collagen So Important?

For abundant access to critical collagen, get Acerola Chews today!

Hope for Health FEATURE PRODUCT

To Order Call Today:  
1-800-468-7884

or Visit us on the web at: 
www.hopeforhealthusa.com

*Prices listed above do not include shipping 
and handling or sales tax
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 If anyone has ever had cause to be 
discouraged and depressed, it was 
Fanny Crosby. As an infant she was 
accidentally blinded by a country 
doctor’s application of a mustard 
poultice to her eyes. Her father passed 
away while she was a small child. She 
married at the age of 38 and her only 
child died in infancy. After twenty-five 

years of marriage, she was widowed 
and lived the remainder of her life, 
thirty-two additional years, alone. Yet 
this tiny and energetic woman never 
became bitter or morose. Her spirit was 
one of joy and enthusiasm and a little 
poem she wrote at the age of eight 
seemed to be the theme of her long 
and fruitful life:

Oh, what a happy soul am I,
Although I cannot see,

I am resolved that in this world
Contented I will be.

How many blessings I enjoy
That other people don’t!

To weep and sigh because I’m blind,
I cannot and I won’t!

 Fanny Crosby’s resolution to enjoy 
life and to be appreciative of her 
many blessings was translated into 
a full and active life, one that would 
contribute to the religious heritage of 
the United States in a remarkable and 
lasting way.

 As is immediately obvious from the 
lovely poem above, Fanny possessed 
a gift for rhyming at an early age. She 
also had an acute memory and great 
gifts of insight and deep concentration. 
At the age of fifteen, she was sent to 

the New York Institute for the Blind, 
where she learned to read Braille and 
eventually, to teach. After completing 
her education at the Institute, she 
served as a member of its faculty for 
eleven years. During the latter years of 
her teaching assignment, she met and 
married Alexander van Alstyne, a blind 
musician.

 After leaving the teaching 
profession, Fanny devoted much of 
her time to writing popular songs that 
were set to music by G. F. Root. In 
1864, Fanny was introduced to William 
Bradbury, a pioneer in writing music for 

The Triumph of 
Faith Over Sight
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American Sunday schools. Bradbury 
was impressed by Fanny’s poetic 
gifts, and he challenged her to turn 
her talents to writing Christian songs 
and hymns. From that time forth, it is 
reported that she never wrote another 
secular song, concentrating all her 
talents and energies on composing 
verses for gospel singing.

She wrote under her own name as 
well as under over 200 pseudonyms. 
Her lifetime production of hymns has 
been estimated to exceed 8,000! It is 
said that she prayed fervently prior to 
setting pen to paper and that many 
of her hymns seemed to flow from her 

mind as fluidly as her conversation. 

Such it was with the composition of 
“Blessed Assurance.”

 One afternoon in 1873, Fanny 
was visiting with her good friend 
Mrs. Joseph Knapp, the wife of the 
founder of the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company. Mrs. Knapp was 
an amateur musician who enjoyed 
composing melodies. On this occasion, 
she had a new one she wanted to 
play for her friend. She played the  
tune through once and asked Fanny, 
“What does this tune say?” Fanny  
knelt there in the Knapp’s parlor and 
Mrs. Knapp played the melody over 
again. Suddenly, Fanny smiled and 
rose to her feet announcing, “It says, 
‘Blessed Assurance, Jesus is mine, Oh 
what a foretaste of glory divine!’” 
Fanny continued to dictate the verses 
and Mrs. Knapp wrote them down, 
joining them to her melody as we have 
them today.

 This was just one of the thousands 
of hymns Fanny Crosby wrote in her 
full and fruitful life. Others that might 
be familiar are: “Tell Me the Story 
of Jesus,” “Praise Him, Praise Him,” 
“Draw Me Nearer,” “Near the Cross,” 
“Take the World, but Give Me Jesus,” 
“To God Be the Glory,” “Rescue the 
Perishing,” “He Hideth My Soul,” and 
“Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior.”

 When Fanny Crosby died, six weeks 
before her ninety-fifth birthday, she 

left the world a rich legacy of gospel 
songs. Throughout the past century, 
millions of Christians all over the world 
have been inspired and encouraged 
by her words. Yet on her tombstone, 
at Bridgeport, Connecticut, there is 
a simple inscription that sums up her 
attitude of humility. It is a portion of 
Scripture taken from the remarks of 
Jesus when He was questioned about 
the woman at Bethany who had 
anointed His head with costly  
perfume. It reads: “She hath done 
what she could.”

Excerpted from “Hymns of Hope” 
pages 100,101
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The Gift
 There was a girl who hated herself because she was blind. She 
hated everyone, except her loving boyfriend. He was always there 
for her. She told her boyfriend, “If I could only see the world, I would 
marry you.”
 One day, someone donated a pair of eyes to her. When the 
bandages came off, she was able to see everything, including her 
boyfriend. He asked her, “Now that you can see the world, will you 
marry me?”
 The girl looked at her boyfriend and saw that he was blind. The sight 
of his closed eyes shocked her. She hadn’t expected that. The thought 
of looking at them the rest of her life led her to refuse to marry him.
 Her boyfriend left in tears and days later wrote a note to her saying, 
“Take good care of your eyes my dear, for before they were yours, 
they were mine.”

This is how the human brain often works when our status changes. 
Only a very few remember what life was like before, and who 

was always by their side in the most painful situations.



Our Philosophy:

Hope for Health’s core beliefs 
guide our actions and hold 

our vision firmly in the future.

Our Beliefs:
Bath and beauty products 

without cruelty

ALL 

NEVER 

Personalized attention: 

 

We offer truly natural 
products: 

    Price:
 1 Bar (3.75oz.) ......................... $3.99

 

Black Canyon
Black Raspberry Vanilla
Cool Fresh Aloe
Cool Water
Country Cotton
Enchanted Berry
Endlessly Happy
Eucalyptus Citrus
Lavender
Lemongrass
Moroccan Vanilla
Oatmeal Milk & Honey
Orange Creamsicle
Peppermint
Plumeria
Red Clover & Tea
Summer Citrus
Swedish Bitters 
Sweet Pea
Triple Chocolate Sundae
Vanilla Lavender
White Ginger & Tea
White Orchid
Wisteria
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Hope 
Bath & Body

GreatGift Idea!

Handcrafted
Gourmet Soap
Handcrafted

Gourmet Soap

To Order Call Today:  
1-800-468-7884

or Visit us on the web at:  
www.hopeforhealthusa.com

*Prices listed above do not include shipping  
and handling or sales tax
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 Because of the continual need 
for better health and the seeming 
inability of many to effectively 
address the current health issues of 
the day, we have decided to add 
a feature to our “Good News!” 
newsletter to try to help with these 
problems.
 As you all know, we try to offer 
the finest in natural health advice 

and products based upon years 
and years of our own experience 
and many others’ research. We 
only use totally vegetarian 
ingredients for all of our health 
supplements. 
 Almost everyone has heard or 
knows that the meat products in 
our food supply and in almost all of 
the nutritional supplements today, 
can and are having devastating 
consequences on the human body. 
As consumers begin to question 
more and more what they are 
putting into their bodies, the desire 
to get away from meat products 
and meat by-products is growing.
 In addition to the finest 100% 

vegetarian nutritional supplements 
available anywhere, Hope for 
Health also offers free health 
counseling! Imagine getting to 
call and get help with your health 
problems and getting to speak 
to a health professional when it is 
convenient for you… and for free! 
That number is: 309-343-5853. Call 
now and take advantage of this 
fabulous offer!
 As a result of the overwhelming 
interest and requests for health 
advice, we are starting a health 
column right here in our “Good 
News!” newsletter.
 This month’s offering is: Sulfur, 
Methylsulfonylmethane, and YOU!

Good News
NEW FEATURE FOR
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Did you know?
    A 160-pound man has approximately 
4 pounds of sulfur as body weight!
    Dear readers, chances are you’ve 
heard of MSM, but even so, I hope  
after reading this, you will have a 
deeper understanding of this powerful 
nutrient. And if you haven’t, I’m very 
excited to bring you this powerful  
information!
    To understand the importance of 
MSM, you have to first understand the 

importance of sulfur. Sulfur is an  
element so essential to life that it is 
found in every cell of every plant and 
every animal. It even makes up 0.25% 

of human body weight! It is one of the 
most important raw materials for  
building healthy new cells. Sulfur is a 
vital building block of joints, cartilage, 
tendons, ligaments, and muscles. Thus, 
it is especially important in conditions 
such as arthritis, muscle pain, bursitis, etc. 
It is also vital to the health of the skin, 
hair, and nails; to energy production; 
and so much more!
    Here’s the problem: neither plants 

nor animals can use elemental sulfur 
directly. It is not easily available to 
living organisms in its inorganic form. 
And since sulfur is a component of all 
cells, it is essential that the body have 

Sulfur, 
Methylsulfonylmethane,

YOU

Dr. Olson

Sulfur has remarkable ability to 
slow aging, reduce pain, improve digestion, 

eliminate toxins, and more! 
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a plentiful supply of this mineral in its 
usable form. 
 Here is where MSM comes in. 
Methylsulfonylmethane 
(METH-  l-sul-FON-il-METH-ane), or MSM, 
is an organic form of sulfur that can be 
easily absorbed and utilized by 
the body. 

How Does MSM Work?
    MSM is an antioxidant that helps to 
cleanse the blood stream and flush out 

the toxins trapped in our cells. 
How it does this is by making the cell 
walls more permeable. This allows 
water and nutrients to freely flow into 

cells and, just as importantly, causes 
wastes and toxins to properly flow out. 

It also works as a foreign protein and 
free radical scavenger.  In addition, 
the body uses MSM to create new, 
healthy cells, and it provides the 
flexible bond between the cells. 

Without proper levels of MSM, our 
bodies are unable to build good 
healthy cells, and this leads to 
problems such as lost flexibility, scar 

tissue, wrinkles, varicose veins, 
hardened arteries, damaged lung 
tissues, dry cracking skin, digestive 
disorders, joint problems, and inability 
to defend against allergic reactions to 
foods, animals, and plants.

[MSM] blocks 
undesirable chemical 
and physical bonding 

of collagen, which 
is associated with 
tough, aging skin.

    A body made up of healthy, flexible 

cells will not only feel better; it will look 
better, too! The body is continuously at 
work replacing old, worn-out cells with 
new ones. The process goes on 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week, without 
stop. When all the raw materials 
needed for cell-building are available, 
it is a very efficient process. However, 

when there are deficiencies, the new 

cells may be weak, rigid or deformed. 
MSM should be considered an integral 
part of any health care practice as it 
helps with such a wide variety of 
processes in the body. It has been 
shown to help allergies, asthma, 
emphysema, lung dysfunction, arthritis, 
headaches, skin problems, stomach 
problems, digestive tract problems, 
circulatory problems, and more.

Relief of Pain
and Inflammation
    Approximately half of the sulfur in 
the body is concentrated in the 
muscles, skin, and bones. One of the 
most significant uses of MSM as a 

e
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supplement is its demonstrated ability 
to relieve pain and inflammation. 

When rigid fibrous tissue cells swell and 

become inflamed, pressure and pain 

result. Since MSM can restore flexibility 

and permeability to cell walls, fluids 

can pass through the tissues more 
easily. This helps equalize pressure and 
reduce or eliminate the cause of pain. 
Harmful substances such as lactic acid 
and toxins are allowed to flow out, 

while nutrients are permitted to flow 

in. This prevents the pressure buildup in 
cells that causes inflammation.

    MSM has shown a remarkable  
ability to reduce or eliminate muscle 
soreness and cramps. It is so effective 
that it’s given to racehorses before a 
race to prevent muscle soreness, and 
afterward to reduce the risk of  
cramping. People with arthritis report 
substantial and long-lasting relief with 
MSM supplements. 

The Beauty  
Mineral for Hair, 
Skin, and Nails
    Sulfur has been called nature’s 
“beauty mineral” because it is needed 
to keep the hair glossy and smooth, 
and keeps the complexion clear and 
youthful. It is needed for synthesis of 
collagen and is prevalent in keratin, 
a tough protein substance necessary 
for health and maintenance of the 
skin, nails and hair. If there is insufficient 

sulfur in the body when new cells are 
being manufactured, the new cells will 
be rigid. This rigidity can contribute to 
cracking, wrinkling, and unsightly scar 
tissue. When sufficient sulfur is present 

for new cells, the skin is softer, smoother 
and more flexible. MSM provides that 

sulfur. How does it do this?
    MSM is responsible for the flexible 

bonds between cells, including those 
that make up the skin. It blocks 
undesirable chemical and physical 
bonding of collagen, which is 
associated with tough, aging skin. 
Consequently, MSM enhances tissue 
pliability and encourages the repair of 
damaged skin. Because of this, acne— 
including severe acne rosacea—  
responds favorably to MSM supple-
mentation. In addition, since MSM 
makes the skin more permeable and 
pliant, it can also help prevent  
blistering and promote faster healing 
from sunburn or wind damage. Over 
time, wrinkles, brown and black spots, 
and skin tumors go away as new 
healthy cells replace the bad.

Diabetes
    Sulfur is also a component of insulin, 
the hormone that regulates 
carbohydrate metabolism. Therefore, 
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insufficient sulfur may result in 

decreased insulin production. It is also 
possible that a lack of bioavailable 
sulfur could make the cells so rigid and 
impermeable that they become 
unable to absorb sugar from the blood 
efficiently, leaving blood sugar levels 

elevated. Studies indicate that regular 
MSM supplements, which cause the 
cells to become permeable, could 
help balance blood sugar and allow 
the overworked pancreas to return 
to normal.

Allergens, Toxins 
and Parasites
    As I mentioned before, flexible, 

permeable cells are also important in 
that they allow toxins, allergens, and 
foreign substances to be flushed out of 

the body more easily. When skin cells 
are soft and permeable, many toxins 
can be eliminated through the sweat 
glands, which takes some of the load 
off the liver and kidneys. While MSM 
may not be a cure for allergies,  
supplementation may reduce  
symptoms by allowing allergens to  
be removed from the body more 
quickly. Even reactions to insect bites, 
poison ivy, and poison oak are less 
severe when the diet is supplemented 
with MSM. Whole food vitamin C is  
also synergistic in this application in 
that it can lower histamine levels.

Flexible, permeable  
cells are also important 

in that they allow 
toxins, allergens, and 
foreign substances to 
be flushed out of the 

body more easily.

    MSM has also shown amazing 
anti-parasitic action against Giardia, 



Trichomonas, roundworms, 
nematodes, Enterobius, and other 
intestinal worms. When parasites 
attach themselves to the intestinal 
lining, they can live, reproduce and 
rob the body of nutrients indefinitely. 

MSM blocks parasites by competing 
for receptor sites on the mucous 
membrane. When parasites cannot 
attach themselves, they are simply 
flushed out of the system.

    The same is true with food 
allergens. MSM coats mucosal 
surfaces and occupies the binding 
sites that could otherwise be used by 
challenging food allergens. It can 
also bind with offending agents to 
produce harmless substances, which 
are then excreted from the body. 
This facilitates normal digestion and 
assimilation and allows the body to 
get maximum nutritional value from 
foods that would otherwise cause a 
reaction. Individuals who experience 
an allergic response to certain foods 

have reported improved or complete 
tolerance to those foods when they 
take MSM supplements. Healthy 
flexible colon tissues, along with 

improved digestion, can also help 
relieve constipation.

Do I Need to  
Supplement?
    Since sulfur is present in every cell of 
every living thing, it might seem that 
we would get plenty of this essential 
mineral from dietary sources and 
should not need supplements, but that 
is often not the case. Because of its 
volatile nature, sulfur is quickly lost from 
food when it is processed, cooked, 
and/or stored. The second you pick 
fruit or vegetables from the tree or 
vine, they begin rapidly losing sulfur 
(or MSM). 
    In addition, meat, poultry, fish, eggs, 

and dairy products are the main 
sources of dietary sulfur. However, 
we have been advised to restrict or 
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remove many of those foods from our 
diets, as they cause more harm than 
good. So vegetarians and vegans are 
at particular risk for sulfur deficiency. 

[MSM] facilitates  
normal digestion and  

assimilation and allows 
the body to get 

maximum nutritional 
value from foods that 

would otherwise 
cause a reaction.

    Not only is sulfur difficult to get from 

your diet, but also when your body 
uses the MSM molecule to produce a 
new cell, it is consumed in the process, 
and the MSM is lost forever. Therefore 
you need to continuously replenish the 
body’s needed supply of MSM to 
produce new, healthy cells. With 
today’s modern diet of cooked and 
otherwise processed and diluted 
foods, most— if not all— diets are 

deficient in this critically important 

ingredient. And, if all that isn’t enough, 
MSM levels decline noticeably with 
age, so the older you get, the more 
important it becomes to maintain 
adequate sulfur levels in the body. 

Safety
    MSM ranks in the “extremely low” 
toxicity category with a toxicity profile 

similar to that of water. Because of its 
inert nature, MSM is non-allergenic, 
non-pyretic, and has no interfering or 
undesirable pharmacological effects. 
When oral supplements are taken, 
the body will distribute MSM where it is 
needed. After about 12 hours, any 
excess amounts will be flushed out of 

the body. Keep in mind that MSM, a 
member of the sulfur family, should 
never be confused with sulfa drugs, to 
which some people are allergic. It is 
completely safe, odorless, and 
non-toxic. 

Usage
    Due to its positive effects, 
particularly in maintaining healthy 
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cell formation, 2,000 to 6,000 mg. of 
supplemental MSM daily is 
recommended. Of course, the 
optimum daily dosage of MSM 
depends largely on body size, age 
and the nature and severity of any 
deficiency symptoms you may be 

experiencing. To maintain good, 
healthy cells, MSM is best taken in the 
morning and the evening.

Many Benefits
    There is a positive synergistic 
effect on building healthier cells 
when MSM is taken in combination 
with vitamin C. The new cells are 
more pliable and permeable, 
allowing fluids to pass through the 

tissue more easily. Internally this 
means more efficient elimination of 

toxins, a reduction in inflammation 

and pain— so you feel better. On 
the outside it shows up as a softer, 
smoother complexion, stronger 
hair and nails— so you look better. 
Vitamin C also helps the body to 
assimilate MSM. Eating fresh fruits 
or taking a whole-food Vitamin C  
supplement (such as C-Blast) while 
taking MSM can be very helpful.
    If you’re not already experiencing 
the wonderful benefits of MSM, and 

would like more information or would 
like to place an order, please call 
one of our health consultants at 
309-343-5853. If you have any other 

health questions, as always, we 
offer free health counseling over 
the phone and would love to help! 
    Stay tuned next month for “MSM 
vs NSAIDs.” If you are currently taking 
any non-steroidal anti-inflammatories 

(NSAIDs), you don’t want to miss this 
information!

 Dr. Olson comes from a long line of health professionals including 
MDs, naturopaths, and osteopaths. Having wanted to help people 
from an early age, especially in the area of health, she was a 
missionary to Belize and Korea. A national speaker, an RN for years, 
a certified herbologist, and a naturopathic doctor, Dr. Olson is 

utilizing this experience and wealth of knowledge for the benefit of 

people all over the world. 



Are you looking for relief from
joint pain?  If so, look no further!  

MSM can actually help to 
repair damaged connective 

tissue rather than just 
suppressing the pain. It can 

reduce the pain and 
discomfort that comes from 

degenerative conditions such 
as osteoarthritis and from 

physical causes, including 
tendonitis, joint sprains, 

or hyperextension.
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MSM

100%

Vegetarian 

If you suffer from these 
conditions, Try Hope For 

Health’s MSM Today!

Fact:

So if you battle with pain or fatigue, 
don’t wait another minute! 

Try Hope For Health’s MSM today!

Natural and effective alternatives do exist!

MSM VS. NSAIDSHope For Health  
MSM can help:

 

Hope for Health FEATURE PRODUCT



*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to prevent, diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

MORE ABOUT AMAZING MSM:
HOW DOES MSM WORK?

MSM:  
THE BEAUTY MINERAL

If you would like to beautify your skin, 
increase the shine and gloss of your hair, 

and strengthen your nails, MSM is the 
answer you’ve been looking for!

MSM AND DIABETES:
 

 

 

MSM 
 

 

MSM AND PAIN:

MSM

MSM

MSM

MSM

MSM

PRICE:
120 Capsules:

$11.99 HXHH-MSM
Suggested Adult Dosage: 

To Order Call Today:  
1-800-468-7884

or Visit us on the web at: 
www.hopeforhealthusa.com

*Prices listed above do not include shipping 
and handling or sales tax
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Hope International does not solicit tithes; 
however we are a tithe-worthy organization 
and accept tithes. We use the tithe only for 
the gospel ministry. Donations designated 
“Gospel Ministry” will 
be considered tithe.


